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1. We began our work by developing an automatic ground collision avoidance
system (GCAS) for fighters
• Research began in the mid-1980’s
• Completed research in 2011 & fielded in the USAF F-16 fleet 2014-15
• Credited with 9 life saves in the field to date
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Resilient Autonomy
4. The FAA Heard of this work: “Eureka, You have found the golden ring for
certifying autonomy”
• ASTM working group was established to capture EVAA concept
• Industry Standard was published October 2017 https://www.astm.org/Standards/F3269.htm
ASTM
International





• Verification & Certification of a  
Complex System
• A Possible Solution – Run-Time  
Assurance (RTA)
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• Scan/Track Pertinent Threat
• Simplify Threat Profile
• Associated Uncertainties


























































































Integrity vice Input Manager
Splitting up the Trusted Controller
A Second RTA Switch
Multiple Monitors
• Understanding the different aircraft safety  
concerns and their connection to piloting tasks.
• Decomposition of piloting tasks with emphasis on
safety and/or ops?
• Functional partitioning vs. single “mother of all”  
monitor (Why it makes sense to functionally  
partition)
• Robustness of multiple simple systems vs. a single complex system
• Ease ofV&V
• The need for a multi-position RTA switch
• The need for consequence & therefore rules of  
behavior
Integrity Manager






A Second RTA Switch
• Addressing what should be done when integrity  
degrades
• Allowing the safety monitors to still work under
emergency conditions
• Certitude differences with emergency systems
Splitting up the Trusted
Controller
• Leveraging a pre-existing autopilot
• Monitors requesting a maneuver




Technology & Airworthiness Development & Transition
F-16 Auto GCAS & ACAS














• 14’ 8” Wingspan
• 27 Pound Payload
• 12 Hour Endurance
Command  















































Self-Health Checks  























































Maneuver type  
andConsequence
Maneuver type Capture values









Boundary Consequence  
violation data
Mission Guidance  
andConsequence
FLS
Geo-Recovery
Boundary  
violation data Consequence
Geo-Fence  
Well Clear
Obstacle  
Spacing
Intent  
Manager
Voice  
Sound  
Lighting  
GCS
VComm
FltMngmnt
Map Manager
Trajectory  
Manager
Helper Functions
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